Age & Anneal Ovens

GRANCO CLARK Age Ovens are designed to deliver rapid, complete aging of every profile in every batch. This translates into maximum profile quality and throughput with a dramatic reduction in scrap. We produce several different oven designs to balance performance requirements, space restrictions and budget parameters.

Our Age Ovens bring loads to temperature quickly, a nominal one to two hours. Due to high-volume airflow, they uniformly heat faster than competitive ovens, a major efficiency.

Single End Flow Age Oven:
- Simple, low-maintenance design delivers uniform temperatures

Reversing End Flow Oven:
- Fast heat-up, excellent temperature uniformity

Double End Flow Age Oven:
- Faster heat-up with higher temperature uniformity

Side Flow Age Oven:
- Cross-flow circulation for highest thermal uniformity

Continuous Aging Oven:
- Continuous production flow for highest throughput

Rack Handling Systems:
- Minimum manpower requirements, maximum profile quality

- Custom Heat Cycles and Recipes
- True NFPA Compliance
- Low NOx Capable
- Gas and Electric Options
- Auto Rack Conveyance
- Low Emissions

100% USA Supply
AEC Member and Supporter

100% USA Supply
AEC Member and Supporter
Extrusion Expertise
That’s Always Within Reach

GRANCO CLARK’s commitment to assuring maximum equipment performance has earned us a record of more successful extrusion installations than any other company in North America.

First, we work with you to recommend the right equipment for your particular needs, then we ensure a smooth acquisition from purchase order to manufacturing. Once the equipment is installed, we adjust it, train your personnel for operation and get it into production.

After installation, we follow up to make sure your equipment is performing as peak efficiency and that you’re completely satisfied. We back all of your equipment with the industry’s best warranty.

With GRANCO CLARK, you have pieces of mind that your extrusion line is delivering the highest possible performance and productivity. You can count on us for continued service and support over the full life of your equipment.

24-Hour Parts Hot-line

Round-the-clock support just a phone call away
When you need replacement parts you can order them any day of the week, at any time, using GRANCO CLARK’s 24-hour parts hotline or e-mailing us at parts@grancoclark.com. Over 80% of component replacement parts are available for delivery the next day or sooner.

Simply call +1 (616) 794-0000 between 8 am and 4:45 pm EST, Monday through Friday, or +1-855-GRANCO1 (+1-855-472-6261) after business hours or on weekends. Our parts specialists will key your order into an inventory computer system, answer questions about parts availability and shipping times, then ship your part(s) immediately when available.

If your equipment goes down, help is available immediately with GRANCO CLARK’s broadband support. Diagnostic assistance is free during standard business hours with additional assistance available 24/7. We’ll run diagnostics on your system via broadband and step you through any repairs.

Extrusion expertise
that’s always within reach